
Links to information 
 and resources             

 
Visit RDOS Free Roaming Horse Web Page: 

AreaF blog site    
 

http://areaf.rdos.bc.ca/cms/horses 
 

There you will find the following updates and       
information 

 Historical information  
 Timeline of accomplishments to date 
 News release—Joint Committee 
 Areal Survey counts 
 Press Release 
 PIB Community Survey Results 
 Fencing links 
 
Water Jet Motion Activated: (3 season) 
Scarecrow™ is available at Canadian Tire 
Stores and online 
Electric fence option: www.wildsafebc.com 
 
 

To send letters of concern or comment: 
 

Area F Director, Michael Brydon 
C/O 101 Martin St., Penticton, BC V2A 5J9 
mbrydon@rdos.bc.ca 
 

Zoe Kirk  
RDOS Public Works Projects Coordinator  
RDOS WildSafeBC Coordinator 
zkirk@rdos.bc.ca 
250-490-4110 direct line 
 

Penticton Indian Band 
RR#2 Site 80 Comp 19 
Penticton, BC V2A 6J7 
250-493-0048 
 

PIB Councillor Dolly Kruger: 
dkruger@pib.ca 

               Non Loiter Tips 

Feeding or sheltering the roaming horses              

contributes to the horses sense of ‘home’        

and feelings of  security and  encourages 

them to remain year round  on the West 

Bench.  

Discomfort  - no hanging around 

Make them uncomfortable to stay . Gently 
keep them moving on from a safe distance: 
loud noises, air horns, squirting at them with 
hand held hoses, Scarecrow™ motion            
activated water jet, motion sensor lights.                                                                  

Please be careful not to stampede them 

No Entry - keep them out  

1) Electric Fences:                                            

Solar or Plug in fences are the best all 

round  deterrent (for deer too). Well 

flagged—with streamers and warning   

labels (for humans). Solar  fences can be 

movable for strategic placement around  

fruit trees and gardens and are reasonably 

priced: see info on back panel 

2) Solid Perimeter Fencing                            

Regular residential fencing keeps out    

horses, but not deer or bear. Agricultural 

properties or stables and hobby farms 

would benefit from strong perimeter   

fencing which can be retrofitted with   

electric at a reasonable cost. 

West Bench  
Free Roaming Horses  

Best Practices 



  
 
 
 
 

Ministry(s) of Environment and Agriculture,  
Forest Lands Natural Resource Operations 
and  BC Conservation Officer Service. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

A Message from RDOS Area F Director 
 

A root cause of the roaming horse problem 
seems to be that there is no longer any  
meaningful economic incentive to own horses 
as livestock. As a result, the herd is not       
actively managed and is growing at an       
uncontrolled rate. The number of horses now 
vastly exceeds the carrying capacity of the PIB 
range so the animals wander West Bench 
neighborhoods throughout the entire year 
looking for food.  
 

The important thing to realize is that the 
RDOS has no control over what happens on 
PIB lands. We are therefore left with three 
broad approaches to the problem of roaming 
horses. First, we can work with the PIB to help 
them solve the problem. Second, we can build 
a fence between the West Bench              
neighborhoods and the PIB range lands. 
Third, we can take ownership of the problem 
by creating a “pounds district” and               
impounding the horses.  

Background 
 

Free roaming horses range  between  
Penticton Indian Band lands, Crown lands, 
West Bench, Sage Mesa, Summerland and  
occasionally the Kaleden (Hwy 3A) area.  
The horses cause distress to some              
agricultural producers, homeowner’s yards 
and gardens both on and off Band lands. 
They become a safety concern for          
themselves and others when they reach the 
roads and highways that bisect the areas 
they travel for food and water.  

Currently Underway               

                                                                              

The RDOS  has been working on this for 
many years as West Bench residents are 
aware. Please See Director Brydon’s ‘blog’ 
posting— http://areaf.rdos.bc.ca/cms/horses 
 

The RDOS and Penticton Indian Band 
(PIB) came together in late 2013, and 
made a commitment to work  together 
to explore a long range solution for the 
free roaming horses. This process is an 
example of the intent within a joint     
Protocol Agreement, signed between the 
RDOS, Penticton  Indian Band (PIB),    
Lower Similkameen Indian Band, and the 
Osoyoos Indian Band in 2013.  
 

RDOS WildSafeBC Coordinator, Zoë Kirk was 
designated  as liaison to work with PIB                  
Councillors Dolly Kruger and Travis Kruger.  
The District of Summerland supports this             
process, as do other agencies such as the  

I discuss the pros and cons of these and   
other alternatives at some length on the 
Area F website and I certainly  welcome 
your    comments and questions. At this 
point our preferred strategy is to work with 
the PIB to support its efforts to manage its 
horse  problem. We know that the problem 
is much less  severe when horse owners       
actively control the size of the herd (as in 
2008-2010). Our most recent efforts to   
support the Chief and Council appear to be 
making a difference.  The PIB has recently 
installed a new cattle guard and fencing  
adjacent to the Westhills Aggregates pit.  
My hope is that these measures will help 
and that we can build on small successes. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What Can I do? 
 

It is  frustrating to see the costs and labour     
invested in landscapes compromised by the 
horses. Residents of West Bench are       
continuing to be creative when it comes to 
keeping horses out of their yards and       
gardens.  
The #1 mitigation technique is to employ a 
‘non loiter’ attitude around your yard and 
garden. For the same reasons as for other 
uninvited domestic and wildlife, making 
roaming animals  uncomfortable in your 
yard, causes them to avoid  your space. 
Horses are  creatures of habit; grazers and 
circuit oriented. Breaking well used travel 
patterns will take some time and a bit of 
effort—but can be successful.   
Non loitering ideas on the back  panel 

  Free Roaming Horse Issue 

PLEASEPLEASE  
DO NOT FEED THE         DO NOT FEED THE         

FREE ROAMING HORSESFREE ROAMING HORSES  


